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Seeing Borders Through the Lens of Structuration: A
Theoretical Framework
Md. Azmeary Ferdousha,b

aDepartment of Geography, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA; bDepartment of
Sociology, University of Dhaka, Dhaka, Bangladesh

ABSTRACT
Despite a growing body of work, scholars have rarely
engaged with the classic divide of structure and agency in
border studies. Drawing on theory of structuration by
Anthony Giddens, this article proposes a theoretical approach
and/or tool that views borders as the result of a continuous
production and reproduction of structure(s) and agents. The
framework offers an analysis of what makes each border
distinct and of the performance of borderwork. The article
briefly overviews major theoretical approaches in critical bor-
der studies, presents a brief summary of the theory of struc-
turation, discusses the proposed theoretical framework for
border studies, and presents a case study based on the
recently exchanged Bangladesh-India border enclaves to
demonstrate the application of this framework.

Introduction

The construction of new border walls, the expansion of border security
apparatuses, and the global debate around migration and refugees have
resulted in border studies’ rapid expansion.1 However, the broad engagement
with the rapidly changing empirical reality of border security has obscured
the fact that a general theory of borders is not yet formulated, sometimes
thought to be unattainable, and in some cases undesirable.2 Primary theore-
tical approaches have relied on either Marxist theory emphasising the capi-
talist structures that shape border policy,3 or poststructural theory analysing
the practice of security and sovereignty at the border through the
Foucauldian lens of biopolitics,4 Agamben’s the state of exception,5 Delueze
and Guattari’s assemblages and nomadology,6 or Esposito’s immunitarian
logic.7 Each of these theories contributes key insights into border spaces, but
none of them bridges the gap between structures and the actions of indivi-
duals and organisations that reinforce and alter power relations.
Consequently, I argue in this article that a structuration approach provides
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the necessary framework for a general theory of borders and can be applied
usefully to analyse particularities of different borders.

During the 1980s, a number of geographers engaged with the structuration
theory in their works, notablyDerekGregory’sRegional Transformation andAllan
Pred’s Place, Practice and Structure.8 However, as Foucault and other French
theorists gained favour, fewer and few geographers adopted structuration as a
research methodology.9 This article seeks to revive interest in the theory of
structuration, proposed by the British sociologist Anthony Giddens (1984),10 to
[re]theorise borders from the perspective of both the structure and the agent. In
doing so, it also draws heavily on Emmanuel Brunett-Jaily’s paper titledTheorising
Borders (2005). The advantage of this approach is that it does not necessarily
privilege territory and state over the agent, but accords them significance in equal
measure. Two distinctive trends in border studies are easily identifiable, one that
emphasises more on territory or the structure (often identified as container-based
approach) and other emphasising more on individual actors.11 The problem with
both these approaches is that they lose sight of each another and eventually falls
into the trap of either universalim or particlularism. Structuration approach
resolves this issue of universalism and particlularism by emphasising proportio-
nately both on the structure and on the agent. Hence, any endeavour to theorise
borders must address both the structure and the agent as Brunet-Jailly puts it
‘Bounded territories and borderlands are the outcome of the continual interac-
tions and intersections between the actions of people (agency) within the con-
straints and limits placed by contextual and structural factors (structure)’.12

The article is divided into four different sections. The first section offers a
brief overview of the dominant theoretical trends in critical border studies.
The second briefly summarises the theory of structuration and the way
Giddens utilises different concepts within this theory. The third section offers
the proposed theoretical framework for how agents and structure constantly
[re]produce, [re]shape, and influence borders and bordering practices. This
section draws heavily on the concepts of structuration theory, but distinctly
applies the argument to border studies. Finally, the fourth section presents a
case study of the recently exchanged Bangladesh–India border enclaves.
These enclaves were virtually ‘stateless spaces’ for almost seventy years and
had been exchanged in 2015 after protracted negotiations between
Bangladesh and India.13 This is presented as a case study to illustrate how
the proposed theoretical framework can be used to analyse the exchange of
these enclaves and in understanding borders in general.

Border Theories

Scholars have adopted multiple theoretical approaches in border studies, or
limology since the 1900s.14 Different periods can be marked with different
dominant approaches. According to Vladimir Kolossov,15 they can be
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divided into four major approaches: historical; functional; political science;
and postmodern. He further divides the postmodern approach into five more
categories. These are world system and territorial identities; geopolitical;
borders as social representations; practice–policy–perception; and eco-poli-
tical approach.

However, in the late 1980s and early 1990s, with the unseen triumph of
globalisation and free movement of capital, goods, and people around the
world, some advocated for a new paradigm of ‘borderless’ world.16 Newer
approaches and studies nonetheless demonstrated the continued relevance of
borders in everyday life. A shift of thought took place in the border studies
that demanded for viewing borders not merely as a territorial line but as
socio-cultural and discursive processes. During this period, border studies
appeared as an interdisciplinary field drawing scholars from political science,
geography, anthropology, geo-politics, history, sociology, cultural studies and
so forth.17 Major changes in the world politics such as the collapse of USSR
and establishment of EU also fuelled this transition.18 After this processual
shift in the 1990s, scholars gained interest in critically questioning the
current state of knowledge in border studies. This becomes apparent in the
frequent and continuously increasing numbers of academic papers in top
journals and edited volumes by scholars from numerous disciplines19 and
from the proposal of Noel Parker and Nick Vaughn-Williams to formalise
‘critical border studies’ (CBS) as a distinctive approach.20

One of the pioneers of critical border studies, Etienne Balibar, famously
proposed in the early 2000s that ‘borders are everywhere’, changing the
trajectory of border studies.21 According to Balibar, borders are not merely
a line on the map that divides nation states and creates inclusion and
exclusion at the edge of the state, rather borders can be found everywhere
in everyday practices. Drawing on the same idea, Chris Rumford argues that
ordinary people take part in the making of important and tangible borders
through, what he terms as, ‘borderwork’.22 Rumford further argues that
borders cannot be understood from a single, privileged vantage point, and
that the meaning of borders can be different depending one’s perspective.23

Recent studies within critical border studies demonstrate a wide range of
views on how to approach borders, bordering, and borderwork. Jones and
Johnson, for example, draw our attention to the bordering practices now
taking place inside the state, such as at airports, supermarkets, and seaports.24

Jason Cons argues that ‘sensitive spaces’ could serve as privileged vantage
points from which the relationship between the border, the state, and people
can be analysed more productively.25 Anderson et al. contest the idea of
‘seeing like a border’ put forward by Rumford and offers the alternative
concept of ‘inverted telescope’ to note the point that ‘such moves miss an
opportunity to define what is properly political about b/ordering space’26.
Cooper and Perkins view borders as productive places where institutional
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facts are produced through the imposition of status function on people and
things. The study of a particular border therefore needs to include the
structure and other source of the structure’s legitimacy, since actors draw
upon these sources while performing practical, communicative, and strategic
borderwork.27 For Cooper and Perkins, nation-states are still the most sig-
nificant source of legitimacy for such strategic borderwork. Meanings of
borders are constructed, and they change over time. States and actors affix
meaning to a particular border through changing discourses and discursive
practices. The border and borderwork are a ‘constant state of becoming’ that
demands equal emphasis on both people and the state. Moreover, scholars
have shown that the relationship between state power and space is more
apparent at borders.28

This brief survey of the recent literature of critical border studies draws
out major contrasts among the critical border scholars. Some scholars favour
the role of everyday practices, interactions, and experiences of ordinary
people for understanding borders, while others think that borders are only
legible from a nation-state’s perspective. Contrasting the works of Chris
Rumford and Liam O’Dowd provides a comprehensive summary of this
debate. For Rumford, to theorise borders is to theorise mobility.
Borderwork involves the daily activities and experiences of ordinary people,
and borders cannot be merely a steady line drawn on the edge of the nation
state. Borders are moving and are now much more diffused within contem-
porary society, and their permeability has increased.29 Drawing on the
experiences of Europe’s borders and bordering, Rumford views borderwork
as an expression of ‘people power’ and argues that the most important
question to be asked is ‘who borders?’ At the same time, he criticises other
scholars, notably Donnan and Wilson, Liam O’Dowd, and Lahav and
Guiraudon for overemphasising the role of the state and ignoring the role
of the people in bordering.30 O’Dowd puts forth an argument in his work on
the ‘world of borders’ that sharply contrasts with Rumford’s.31 O’Dowd
argues that contemporary border studies have over emphasised the role of
agents and have ignored the role of the state in its analysis. Most importantly,
he contends that ‘much of contemporary border studies fail to grasp the
multidimensional nature of the infrastructural power of the state and hence
the specificity of the state borders’.32 He explains this in two ways. First,
contemporary border studies are ahistorical, hence, scholars fail to recognise
the historical evolution of the modern nation-state system. Second, this lack
of historicity leads contemporary border studies to overlook the distinctive-
ness of each state border and how they differ in complexity and globality.
According to him, states do not act the same way other actors do. As a
territorial framework, state can enable or disable various forms of actions.
Excessive focus on agency, according to O’Dowd, can eventually lead to a
complete erasure of the state from the analysis.
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From the discussion above, it can be said that, although the recent shift in
focus within the CBS has been more towards understanding borderwork and
bordering so as to avoid the territorial trap,33 the concepts of nation-state and
its territory are undeniably tied to the concepts of bordering and borderwork.
The performativity of bordering and borderwork, for example, presenting a
passport during border crossing, is only understandable in the context of the
imaginary boundaries of the state. At the same time, we need a better under-
standing of why an individual living along the Bangladesh–India border
consciously defies it in his or her daily life but reflexively displays his or her
passport at ports of entry and exit. To address these questions and issues
comprehensively, we need a framework that puts reasonable weight on both
the state and actors’ roles in shaping a particular border.

This is where the structuration approach is very useful since this approach
aims to understand how the structure is produced through the actions of
different actors and by itself.34 This approach aims to understand how the
state, its actors, structural factors, and ‘ordinary people’35 produce ‘border-
work’. Both the agent and the structure are fundamental to border studies
because they shape the nature of the border and bordering practices.
Therefore, borders are treated in this article as the ‘edges of structure’, the
state being the ‘structure.’ ‘Edge’ is understood here as a place in which
different ideas of space, territoriality, sovereignty, citizenship, and identity
are formulated, practiced, and negotiated.36 The advantage of seeing borders
as the ‘edges’ is that it allows one to understand how different structural
factors both from the ‘structure’ and from the ‘edge’ itself influence borders.
Borderlanders, citizens, and even non-citizens are seen as agents who play a
role on the border in addition to states, no matter how strong or weak.
Following this structuration model, this article proposes a theoretical
approach and/or tool that views borders as the result of a constant produc-
tion and reproduction of the structure and agent. This argument runs as
follows: a) structural factors play a role in determining the characteristics of a
particular border; b) actors, including the borderlanders, border crossers,
border guards, and so on are reflexive human beings who reflect upon these
structural factors based on their socio-political status, economic condition
and positionality, and cultural background; c) this reflection influences the
way actors choose to interact with a given border within the limits of the
rules and resources to which s/he is entitled; d) these rules, resources, actors,
and structural factors with their constant (inter)action give birth to localised
totalities with the greatest time-space expansion become institutionalised and
supply the rules and resources for further interaction between the structure
and the actor. In other words, localised totalities, sustained in time, become
institutionalised and provide the rules and/or laws for the further interaction
of structures and agents.
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Structuration Theory

Giddens’s (1984) theory of structuration is the outcome of his critique of
sociological theory. He views symbolic interactionists undermining the struc-
ture and motivational factors and role theorists overemphasising the
structure.37 However, unlike most other critiques, Giddens does not stop
here. He offers an alternative that aims to solve the classic divide of structure
and agency in social theory. In so doing, Giddens bridges functionalism,
evolutionism, and positivism. According to Giddens, ‘The basic domain of
study of the social sciences, according to the theory of structuration, is
neither the experience of the individual actor, nor the existence of any
form of societal totality, but social practices ordered across space and time.’38

Although Giddens adopts familiar terms to explain his theory, his use of
each term is different from what is conventional. The term ‘structuration’
was picked up by Giddens from the French of Piaget and Gurvitch,39 but he
uses it to mean, ‘the structuring of social relations across time and space, in
virtue of the duality of structure’.40 Structuration theory’s major argument is
that, on the one hand, agents (individuals) either intentionally or uninten-
tionally, consciously or subconsciously produce, reproduce, and change the
structure. On the other hand, the structure itself reproduces itself. Hence, the
constant reproduction of the structure is a result of a negotiation between
both the structure and the agent.

Figure 1 is developed based on the discussion of Giddens in his The
Constitution of Society (1984). The lower part of the figure depicts actors’
reflexivity. According to Giddens, actors reflexively monitor their actions
and that of others. They also monitor the setting and the context of such
action or interaction.41 Reflexive monitoring is a continuous feature of every-
day action, which involves not only the action of the individual, but also of
others. That is, actors routinely monitor aspects of the social or physical
contexts in which they move. These actions and reflexivity, according to
Giddens, are the product of three levels of consciousness. The unconscious,
where motivation cannot be articulated or identified; the level of practical
consciousness, where the motivation can be realised or identified, but not
readily verbalised, the discursive consciousness, where the motivation is clearly
verbalised. The distinction between practical and discursive motivation is not
very marked according to Giddens. Depending on the context, these two are
interchangeable. However, while discursive motivation is what can be said,
practical motivation is what is simply done. Unconscious motivations are
those that cannot be articulated, but are simply performed in daily life.42

The upper part of the figure depicts the reflexivity of the agents
through their action, agency, and power influence the structure, and the
structure, in turn, influences their reflexivity. This is how the structure
and agency continue interacting with each other. ‘Structure’, according to
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Figure 1. Theory of structuration, developed from Giddens (1984).
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Giddens, is the ‘rules’ and ‘resources’ employed by the actors in the
reproduction of a social system. ‘Rules’ are ‘generalisable procedures’
and ‘methodologies’ that actors possess in their ‘stocks of knowledge’.
Actors use these various stocks of knowledge, in turn, within different
social interactions in numerous ways. Rules and resources are changeable,
[re]created, and [re]combined which makes them ‘transformational’.
‘Structural principles’ is defined by Giddens as the principles of organisa-
tion of societal totalities.43 In other words, structural principles are the
rules and resources involved in the reproduction of societal totalities.
Structural principles become regionalised and routinised by the actors
and their agency. ‘Agency’ is the capability of ‘doing things’. By virtue
of rules, resources, and motivational levels, various practices become
regularised and routinised in different localities. Practices with the great-
est time-space extension turn into ‘institutions’, or they get institutiona-
lised. Institutionalised structural principles provide the actors with the
‘social system of interactions’ that again influence the ‘rules’ and
‘resources’, that is, the structure.

‘Action’, ‘agency’, and ‘power’ play a substantial role at every step, as well as
in the whole cycle of structure and agency interaction. According to Giddens,
‘action’ is a continuous process, a flow through which the individual sustains
their reflexive monitoring. ‘Agency’ is the capability of ‘doing things’, while
‘power’ is the ability to ‘make a difference’ no matter how [in]significant that
might be. Actors use agency, action, and power at every level of interaction
with the structure. In doing so, based on their discursive and/or practical
consciousness, they might reproduce the same structure or bring a change in
the structure. However, those with more resources can mobilise more power
and authoritatively control the interaction. Thus, rules and resources are
transformed into power, sanctions, and authority among agents during inter-
action. Power, within the social system, presumes regularised relations of
autonomy and dependence between actors or groups. But all forms of depen-
dence come with resources as well, whereby subordinates possess the ability to
influence superiors which Giddens terms the ‘dialectic of control.’

The theory of structuration, therefore, argues that the structure simulta-
neously reproduces itself and is reproduced by the agents or actors. This dual
character of the structure is also perceived as the ‘duality of structure’.

Borders through the Lens of Structuration

In this section, this article proposes a theoretical framework and/or tool to
analyse borders or borderlands grounded in structuration theory. This paper
sees ‘borders’ as the ‘edges of the structure’ and the state as the ‘structure’
itself. This analysis is limited to state borders at their edges and excludes
bordering practices now happening inside the state such as at airports.44 The
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advantage of this framework, however, is that it can be customised and
contextualised to the analysis of those bordering practices. If one intends to
use this framework to understand the borderwork that takes place at airports,
for example, one might add ‘country of citizenship’ as a structural factor.
Country of citizenship may determine whether that person is allowed to
enter the country of destination. The country of citizenship could also be a
reflexive factor, since depending on this, an actor’s experiences, capacity,
access to resources, and actions may differ.

The ‘edge of the structure’ is the physical and virtual boundary of a larger
structure (the state) constantly (re)produced, (re)shaped, (re)constructed,
(re)imagined, and (re)negotiated by both the state and the borderlanders,
in other words, by the structure itself and the agent. One thing must be
clarified before even it delves detail into its analysis; seeing borders as the
‘edges’ does not mean that this framework places borders at the edge of the
analysis, rather the opposite, borders are the vantage point from which the
‘structure’ and ‘agency’ divide is confronted. One could argue that, by doing
so, this analysis falls into what John Agnew calls ‘the territorial trap.’45 But,
this framework does not privilege territory in the analysis of borders; rather,
structure, the edge of the structures, and actors are all accorded equal weight.

Following the theory of structuration, (as figure 2 shows) borderlanders
are perceived as reflexive actors who act based on different levels of con-
sciousness. Three major factors determine their reflexivity: their socio-poli-
tical characteristics, economic conditions, and cultural background. The
combination of these factors determines how they perceive the border and
how their day-to-day actions (which are results of their reflexivity) influence
the border and bordering practice(s). The state, the nature of the state itself,
and the seven structural factors hugely determine the characteristics of any
given border. However, structural factors are not only limited to these seven
categories. Depending on the particular border under analysis and the pur-
pose of the analysis, the structural factors will differ. This is where the
customisation of this framework serves the scholar well.

For example, the US-Mexico border and the US-Canada border differ
structurally in several major ways— from the presence of walls to the
number of border guards deployed.46 These structural differences can be
further described as the border’s relationship with other regions of the
state; the state’s relationship with the bordering state(s) and/or regions;
state institutions; level of governance practiced in the border region;
economic resources of the state; political power or strength of the state;
and the market forces and trade flows both within and across the border.
Both the border and borderlanders influence one another continuously
based on how rules and resources at the border are allocated. Organisation
of the border totalities or structural principles is further determined by
these rules, resources, structural factors, and actors (borderlanders). The
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localised totalities that become regionalised and routinised determine the
distinct characteristics of each border. Structural principles with the great-
est time-space expansion consequently become institutionalised.
Institutionalised structural principles supply the social system of interac-
tion not only among the actors themselves but also between the actors and
the structural factors. This, in turn, restarts the whole process of actor–
structure interaction. Hence, borders are the result of the constant repro-
duction of the structure as well as the interaction between actors and the
structural factors.

Reflexivity of Borderlanders

An actor’s reflexivity is determined by three levels of consciousness: discur-
sive, practical, and unconscious. Their consciousness about and interaction
with the border is determined by their cultural background, economic con-
dition, and socio-political characteristics. Discursive and practical

Figure 2. Borders and borderlanders through the lens of structuration.
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consciousness make their actions reflexive that are effective on an actor’s
cultural background, economic conditions, and socio-political characteristics.
Scholars have viewed borders as the site of cultural encounters with the
‘other’.47Depending on the culture of the borderlanders, that is, religious
affiliation, language, ethnicity, sense of belonging, existing kinship across the
border either separates or bridges them across the boundary.48 If common
cultural elements and a sense of belonging are present, borderlanders will
find ways to defy borders and bridge with one another. The opposite is
generally found, if there is no shared culture across the border. The negotia-
tion of borders is not only limited to cultural similarities or dissimilarities,
but also depends on the individual culture of the borderlanders. For example,
if the borderlanders are ethnic, religious, social, or economic minorities, they
will, in most cases, undermine the state boundary for multiple reasons.49

Borders are also the edges of the structure, where different economic zones
start and end. Researchers have demonstrated that actors’ interaction with
the physical border depends a lot on their economic status, professions,
economic opportunities across the border, and resources available on the
other side of the border.50 Depending upon specific economic conditions,
actors will either reproduce the bordering practice of the state, or they will
keep ignoring it. Actors of the state with the weaker economy will generally
tend to cross the border of the state with more economic resources for better
life chances. Also, the types of resources available across borders shape
borderlanders’ interaction with it. If a specific product is cheaper at one
side of the border and is expensive at the other, at least, some of the
borderlanders will ignore state borders legally, para-legally, or illegally to
take advantage of cost differences. An actor’s profession, in general, shapes
his/her interaction with the border, as well. If the actor is employed in jobs
that do not have anything to do with the border, they will generally keep
reproducing the same bordering practices of the state. However, if the
profession is somehow related to the border, for example, business in the
border markets, farmlands near the border —they will negotiate the border
in their own way which might not necessarily reproduce the structural
practices of the larger structure every time. Local political activism and the
organisational capacity of a borderland community shape their interaction
with the border to a great extent. Such interactions can be divided into two
major categories, either cooperation or tension with cross-border
communities.51 Based on political interests and affiliation, this could take
the shape of local tensions with the central-state, divergent views across the
border, and political conflict within and across the bordering state(s).52 To
put these all together, it is argued here that borderwork is no longer the
exclusive task of the nation state or the structure.53 An actor’s activity or, in
the words of Isin and Neilsen,54 an engaged citizenry through ‘acts of
citizenship’ can alter the practice, and meaning of borders and bordering.
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These are all the result of the reflexive action of the actors or borderlanders
living along and around the border who experience bordering practices
every day.

Structural Factors

The objective of this paper is to offer a theory of borders that addresses the
influence of both the actor and the structure. So far, the discussion has
revolved around how actors influence borders and bordering practices.
Now, it will delve into the discussion of how structure itself influences the
border. In this regard, seeing the border as the ‘edges of structure’ becomes
crucial. To what extent, in what shape, to what direction, and with how much
rigidity or fluidity the structure will shape the edge depends on the structural
factors, that is, the state’s relationship to its own regions, bordering state
regions, central state institutions, level of governance, economy, political
strength of the state, and market forces.

Borders can be diverse in character depending on the relationship with
other regions of the state or the central government. The characteristics of
the population residing along the border, their ethnicity, religious affiliation,
and cultural background influence state’s bordering practice on that parti-
cular border. If a bordering region is populated with a majority of tribal or
indigenous people, for example, but is guarded by the state army or border
guards, there will always be tension between borderlanders and state officials.
Depending on the extent of it, the border could be violent, rigid, and/or
dangerous. On the other hand, if a border is populated by people who
represent the state’s majority population, the border guards are also from
the same population category, and the region has a smooth relationship with
the central government, the border tends to be much more fluid, less violent,
and less dangerous. Characteristics of the border do not only depend on its
relationship with the host state regions, but also on its relationship with the
adjacent and/or bordering state or regions. A border between two ‘enemy
states’ is generally highly rigid, violent, and dangerous. Borderlanders living
along those borders tend to be hostile with each other too. On the other
hand, a border between two ‘friendly states’ generally tends to be friendly,
fluid, flexible, tolerant, and sometimes open. Depending on the nature of the
relationship between bordering states, a border can both be violent, or
tolerant. This is why Spykman suggests that the territory surrounding the
boundary is probably the most crucial to the understanding of power rela-
tions across boundaries.55

Researchers have shown that the level of governance, that is, central,
provincial, regional, or municipality, determines the nature of a border or
border regions to a great extent.56 Depending on the level of governance, a
border can be fluid, rigid, ‘secured’, open, or closed. However, multilevel
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governance is not only limited to within the state, as Gary Marks describes in
the context of the European Union (EU). Multiple state governments can
also determine the nature of their borders together.57 Multiple governments
and levels of governance can actually decide the fate of a border, and in such
a case, understanding the connection between and among lower-level offi-
cials to the highest level becomes a crucial task for understanding the
border.58 However, the structure’s edges are mostly influenced by the struc-
ture itself. It is always the structure that determines how to administer its
edges. It is the central government that plays the deciding role, at the end of
the day, about its borders and bordering practices. Johnson et al. summarises
this best when they say, ‘As a site of the exercise of sovereign power border
practices locate new ways to instantiate the state’s decisions and judgments’.-
59 The central government is also in the charge of mapping, constructing,
reconstructing, producing, and reproducing the discourse of borders and
nationality that creates a sense of territory and belonging among its actors
or citizens.60 The central government, whatever form it might be, maps the
boundaries, and creates the border. It must also be mentioned that the role of
international politics and the central government’s relationship with the
international community play a significant role in shaping the border and
bordering practices. Since the central government mediates (in almost all
cases) between the international community and the local governments, this
is not treated as a separate category but is inclusive of the first two structural
factors— ‘relationship relative to its own state regions’ and ‘relationship
relative to bordering regions/states’.

Economy plays another huge role in shaping borders and bordering
practices. Its borders tend to take shape based on the economic resources
of a state and the economic policies it adopts. If two states with unequal
economic resources share the same border, bordering practice and borders
will look different in different states. Generally, the state with more
economic resources tends to be conservative about people's movement
and cross-border sharing with the less resourceful state(s). In most cases,
the economically solvent state may build or initiate building border walls
to ‘secure’ their borders and stop the free flow of people across borders.
Incongruously, when it comes to the question of market forces and trade
flows, the same state generally adopts fluid border policies since their
counterpart will be at a higher level of trade deficit in most cases.61 The
debate of ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ globalisation becomes relevant here.
According to ‘strong’ globalisation proponents, the border will become
meaningless while ‘weak’ globalisation scholars argue that borders will
continue to function.62 However, scholars have shown that although
cross-border trade and commerce continue to gain pace, borders, and
bordering practices are becoming harder restricting people’s movements
in the name of ‘security’ and the ‘war against terrorism’.63 Finally, a state’s
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borders and bordering practices are also determined by its political
strength at the international level. States that are politically weak have to
compromise their sovereignty, border, and bordering practices to other
states, international organisations, multinational corporations, and other
such entities. Sometimes, these entities can have more influence on a
state’s border than the state itself. On the contrary, state with stronger
economic and political resources tends to be the principal entity dictating
their borders and bordering practices.

All these structural factors influence the structure, but borderlanders also
influence the structure through their actions. This act of influencing the
structure by these two bodies (structural factors and borderlanders) does not
happen independent of each other. Both borderlanders and the structure
interact directly or indirectly through mediating factors. During this interac-
tion, borderlanders use their agency, action, and power to influence the state.
State apparatuses also come under the influence of the state and multiple state
apparatuses. Hence, bordering remains not only a state business, but also
becomes the business of all citizens and non-citizens what Rumford describes
as ‘borderwork’.64 Citizens and their mediating institutions, like civil society
organisation, NGOs, and entrepreneurs, become active in constructing and
shifting bordering practices. Conceiving of bordering in the manner Judith
Butler conceives gender performativity is illustrative.65 Nancy Wonders (2006,
p. 66) summarises this well, saying, ‘Although states attempt to choreograph
national borders, often in response to global pressures, these state policies have
little meaning until they are ‘performed’ by state agents [and] by border
crossers. Border agents and state bureaucrats play a critical role in determining
where, how, and on whose body a border will be performed’.66 Following this
idea, and drawing on the theory of structuration, this framework argues that
‘borderwork’ is a performance in which the actors take part and act based on
how different structural factors influence them at a given moment and what
resources are available to them. This ‘performativity’ of the border and mutual
influence is a continuous act through which any given border in any given
moment is constructed, practiced, shaped, and imagined. Among these ‘bor-
derworks’, those that have the greatest time-space extension become routi-
nised, regionalised, and institutionalised which in turn become a part of the
structure and again enter into the process of structuration.

Former Bangladesh-India Border Enclaves: A Case Study

Bangladesh and India had been hosting 198 enclaves67 since the Partition in
1947.68 After almost seventy years of negotiation, both these states exchanged
all their enclaves in July 2015. Interesting enough, the enclave dwellers were
given the option to choose their citizenship.69 These former border enclaves,
their exchange, and the enclave dwellers’ choice of citizenship provide an
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illustrative case of the theoretical framework offered here. From the making
of these enclaves during the early 1700s until their exchange in 2015, these
enclaves (broken edges of the structure) have constantly been influenced by
their host and home states (structure) and by the actors (both citizens and
non-citizens). They came into existence as a result of a treaty between the
Mughal empire and the Cooch Behar king in 1713 (relationship relative to
bordering regions/state).70 According to this treaty, both rulers agreed to
retain the lands that they had attained within the enemy territories and to
collect tax from the people there. The birth of these enclaves was the result of
both structures, (Mughal Emperor and Cooch Behar Kingdom), and the
actors (enclave dwellers) seemed not to protest. In fact, they were so com-
fortable with the division that they even opposed the exchange of these
enclaves by British administrators in 1932,71 and the British administration
complied. This demonstrates that the enclave dwellers had been actively
involved in borderwork, determining the bordering practices of the colonial
era along the Cooch Behar-Rangpur border. After this, when the British left
India in 1947, dividing the subcontinent between two sovereign states of
Pakistan and India,72 these enclaves ended up on the other side of the newly
created international border. That is, Indian enclaves ended up being into
Pakistan and vice versa. The actors (enclave dwellers) became stateless in
practice, which made them marginalised and vulnerable with less power to
negotiate with the structure. Also, at this stage, Bangladesh (East Pakistan)
was a province of Pakistan, and the provincial government did not have the
authority to negotiate the exchange of these enclaves with India (a structural
factor). However, the Prime Ministers of India and Pakistan reached an
agreement to exchange these enclaves in 1958.73 State actors took the border-
landers’ vulnerable situation into consideration, but they could not execute
the agreement due to various structural factors such as the India–Pakistan
bilateral relationship, and other agents like the opposition leaders, mass
media, and the borderlanders. For example, there were several cases of
writs in the court challenging the validity of this agreement by borderlanders
and enclave dwellers.74 By the time, these legal issues and hurdles were
solved, conflict between West (Pakistan) and East Pakistan (Bangladesh)
regarding different matters reached its peak. Eventually, in 1971, East
Pakistan (Bangladesh) earned its independence from West Pakistan. As a
result, the 1958 treaty became void.75 The state of Bangladesh again signed a
Land Boundary Agreement (LBA) with India in 1974 agreeing to resolve
their border disputes and exchange their enclaves (the bigger structure
determining its edges).76 This agreement was signed and ratified by
Bangladesh since both these states were in a healthy relationship (relation-
ship relative to bordering states). However, from 1975, the political landscape
began to change in Bangladesh and the bilateral relationship between these
two states deteriorated.77 The exchange of enclave issues was overshadowed
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(structural factors such as the bilateral relationship between these two coun-
tries, international politics, and state actors both in India and Bangladesh).

As the structures (states) forgot about their actors (enclave dwellers), the
actors kept finding ways to negotiate the border and state sovereignty to
survive. They had to cross the international border every time they got out of
their enclaves which was tolerated by both the host states (structure) and the
neighbouring population (other actors).78 They moved legally or illegally out
of the enclaves to settle down in the host state or home state negotiating with
the border guards, and the border fences in myriad ways.79 Local political
leaders, gatekeepers, and other actors played a role in such negotiations.
Moreover, enclave dwellers had to find ways to earn a livelihood, which
often included illegal activities such as smuggling goods across the border.80

They had to use fake identities just to access basic services from the host state
including medical attention and education. These acts involved negotiating
and defying bordering practices of the state. State officials and the state itself
often tolerated this.81 These illustrate what Rumford describes as ‘border-
work’ by ‘ordinary people’. The borderwork of former enclave dwellers
influenced the bordering practices of the structure. Both states (structures)
had to seriously consider the borderworks of ordinary people and state
actors, and eventually reached a decision to exchange all enclaves to solve
the disputed border issue [except Dahagram-Angorpota].82

The exchange issue gained pace from 2009 when two new governments
came into power in Bangladesh and India (Awami League [AL] in
Bangladesh and Indian Congress Party in India). This was the same combi-
nation that signed the LBA in 1974. Central governments in both states had a
friendly relationship and were signing different bilateral treaties during these
periods. One of which was a Land Boundary Protocol in 2011 committing to
resolving all boundary disputes and exchanging enclaves (relationship rela-
tive to bordering region/state).83

By this time, enclave dwellers became more organised politically and began
making connection across the border. For example, on 21 August 2011, enclave
residents in India held a protest in the Metro Channel of Dharmatala, Kolkata
demanding the exchange of the enclaves.84 Enclave dwellers from both countries
decided to turn off all lights in the enclaves from 11 September to 12 September
2011 demanding a specific date of exchange.85 The biggest andmost serious strike
took place in March 2012 in Putimari, an enclave of India situated in Panchagar
district of Bangladesh. They began a hunger strike for an indefinite period of time
under a three-point demand, calling for the immediate implementation of the1974
LBA and a specific time frame of enclave exchange. The strike went on from 18
March to 11 April 2012 and only ended with a promise from the government of
Bangladesh to press the issue with the Indian government (reflexivity of the
actors).86 Finally, all these enclaves were exchanged on July 2015, and the enclave
dwellers were given the option to choose their country of citizenship. Depending
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on different factors, like economic opportunities, sense of belonging, religion, and
kinship ties they chose their citizenship.87.

Both states are now working to incorporate former enclave dwellers as
citizens and institutionalise new territories. Numerous actors and structures
themselves went through a long period of interaction to finally change their
bordering practices, borders, and ways of interaction along the borderland.
The new territories and practices are now undergoing a process of institutio-
nalisation on the part of states and actors. This case of enclave making and
exchange exemplifies how both ‘structures’ and the ‘actors’ interact to negoti-
ate borders and bordering practices, and how borders and bordering practices
are (re)produced by the ‘structure’, ‘structural factors’, and ‘agents’.

Conclusion

While Paasi88 says that a universal border theory is not only unattainable but also
is sometimes undesirable due to the complexities and variability of borders, he also
lays out the components that any border theory must include: the production and
reproduction of territoriality, state power, human agency, and human experience.
He emphasises that, more than a theory, we need a tool that can be customised, re-
conceptualised, and contextualised in various empirical settings. The theoretical
framework offered in this paper not only includes all the components that Paasi
prescribes, but can be contextualised, re-conceptualised, and customised to apply
in different settings. I have offered one such example in this paper by analysing the
exchange of Bangladesh-India border enclaves. This framework can be customised
to the analysis of borderworks now performed within states, including within
airports and supermarkets. Newman (2003), admitting the difficulty of developing
a border theory, proposes that a conceptual framework for the study of borders
must take three dimensions in account:89 first, the different types of territorial
boundaries, that is, state, municipality, local, regional and so on, and second, the
combination of territorial and non-territorial components of a boundary. Finally,
boundary concepts must be understood as multidisciplinary phenomena. This
proposed framework not only addresses all three dimensions, but also shows how
effectively these can be used with proper contextualisation.

Borders, borderworks, and bordering practices must be viewed as the
outcome of a complex interaction between the state, state actors, border-
landers, citizens, non-citizens, and multiple other factors both internal and
external to the state. This framework demonstrates that a border’s influence
on the people crossing or living along it depends on multiple factors. On any
given day, a certain border will function in a certain way depending on the
nature of the relationship among myriad factors. A general pattern may be
identifiable, irrespective of the daily variations, but the micro factors and, in
some cases, local phenomenon, can only be understood if and only if the
structure, the edges of the structure, and the agents are given equal emphasis
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during analysis. To get a firm grip on the general pattern, one must take into
consideration of all these factors, as well.

The obvious limitation of this paper is that the analysis is solely focused on
physical borders and does not extend to the bordering practices that take
place in everyday life. Yet, this framework can be customised and usefully
applied if the bordering practices are seen as the product of structural factors
and result of the experiences and negotiations of actors at multiple levels.
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